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Outline

• HL-LHC upgrade aimed at expanding physics potential for rare and statistically 
limited processes, significant upgrades to the detectors needed 

• Focusing mostly on technical aspects of the CMS Tracker upgrade for the HL-LHC: 

1. HL-LHC & CMS 

2. CMS Tracker present and future: 

1. pT module concept 

2. Front-end electronics 

3. Prototyping and testing 

3. Expected performance improvements 

4. Summary
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The HL-LHC upgrade

• LHC upgrade 
• Large increase in instantaneous 

luminosity  

• Increase in number of pile-up events 
• Integrated luminosity 3000-4000 fb-1 
• Unprecedented radiation levels

3

Luminosity Profile for LHC/HL-LHC

11

Nominal Scenario
Luminosity leveled at 
5 x 1034 Hz/cm2 ,                 
Pile-up <!> = 140

Ultimate Scenario
7. 5 x 1034 Hz/cm2 , 
Pile-up <!> = 200

à � 25% increase in 
integrated luminosity
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2.2. Requirements for the tracker upgrade 19
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Figure 2.2: Integrated particle fluence in 1 MeV neutron equivalent per cm2, for the Phase-2
tracker. The estimates shown correspond to a total integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1 of pp
collisions at

p
s = 14 TeV.

Table 2.1: Maximum expected fluence for selected detector regions or components (detailed in
Section 2.3) of the tracker. Values are for 3000 fb�1 of pp collisions at

p
s = 14 TeV assuming a

total cross section, spp, of 80 mb. The corresponding positions in r and z are also given.
Region or component Max. fluence [neq/cm2] r [mm] z [mm]
IT barrel layer 1 2.3 ⇥ 1016 28 0
IT barrel layer 2 5.0 ⇥ 1015 69 0
IT barrel layer 4 1.5 ⇥ 1015 156 89
IT forward, ring 1 1.0 ⇥ 1016 51 252
IT support cylinder 1.3 ⇥ 1015 170 260
OT PS modules 9.6 ⇥ 1014 218 129
OT 2S modules 3.0 ⇥ 1014 676 2 644

• Reduced material in the tracking volume. The exploitation of the high luminosity will greatly424

benefit from a lighter tracker. The performance of the current tracker is affected by the425

amount of material, which also influences the performance of the calorimeters and of the426

overall event reconstruction in CMS.427

• Robust pattern recognition. Track finding under high pileup conditions becomes increas-428

ingly more difficult and time consuming. The design of the upgraded tracker should429

enable fast and efficient track finding, notably at the HLT.430

• Contribution to the level-1 trigger. The selection of interesting physics events at the first trig-431

ger stage becomes extremely challenging at high luminosity, not only because of the rate432

increase, but also because selection algorithms become inefficient in high pileup condi-433

tions. The CMS trigger will operate with substantially increased latency and output rate,434

and the tracker has to comply with those. In addition, in order to preserve and possibly435

enhance the performance in a wide spectrum of physics channels, CMS has chosen to436

use tracking information in the L1 event selection, anticipating part of the reconstruction437

presently performed in the HLT.438

• Extended tracking acceptance. The overall CMS physics capabilities will greatly benefit from439

an extended acceptance of the tracker and calorimeters in the forward region [12]. The440

upgraded tracking system will provide efficient tracking up to about |h| = 4.441

The following section summarizes the main concepts and features of the upgraded tracking442

system. One quarter of the Phase-2 tracker layout can be seen in Fig. 2.3. The resulting excellent443

Radiation levels up to 
2x1016 neq/cm2 Pile-up up to 200

Instantaneous luminosity up to 
7.5x1034 cm-2s-1
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Tracker baseline geometry

CMS phase 2 Tracker

10/3/2016 M. Narain, ECFA 2016 17

• Specifically designed to provide inputs to L1 Trigger
• Level 1 track-trigger finds tracks with pT≥2 GeV

• Outer tracker (6 layers, 5 disks)
• Two-layer "#-modules provide inputs to level 1 trigger
• High granularity, efficient track reconstruction for >140 PU 

• Pixel detector (4 layers, 11 disks)
• Extended coverage with disks to |η|<4 
• Thin planar sensors 100μm or 3D sensors;  
• Small pixels (50x50 or 25x100 μm2)

• Improved material budget and radiation tolerance

See talk by:
Stefano Mersi: Design Optimization
CMS Tracker, Wednesday Morning

5

CMS upgrade includes complete replacement of the Tracker detector

Upgraded outer tracker: 
• ~200 m2 silicon 

sensors 
• 44 M strips 
• 174 M macro-pixels 
• 40 MHz stub rate 
• 750 kHz L1 trigger rate

Chapter 2358

Overview of the Phase-2 Tracker Upgrade359

2.1 Limitations of the present tracker360

The present strip tracker was designed to operate with high efficiency at an instantaneous lu-361

minosity of 1.0 ⇥ 1034 cm�2s�1, with an average pileup of 20–30 collisions per bunch crossing,362

and up to an integrated luminosity of 500 fb�1. The tracker is indeed performing very well363

at current instantaneous luminosities that are well above the design value. Performance will364

however degrade due to radiation damage beyond 500 fb�1. The original pixel detector has al-365

ready been replaced with a new device, the “Phase-1” pixel detector [17], during the extended366

year-end technical stop (EYETS) 2016/2017. As the instantaneous luminosity exceeded the367

original design value and is projected to increase further prior to LS3, this upgrade was needed368

to address dynamic inefficiencies in the readout chip at high rates. One quarter of the layout of369

the present tracker is shown in Fig. 2.1. The radial region below 200 mm is equipped with pix-370

elated detectors. Beyond 200 mm, the present tracker features single-sided strip modules and371

double-sided modules composed of two back-to-back silicon strip detectors with a stereo angle372

of 100 mrad. Double-sided modules provide coarse measurements of the z and r coordinates in373

the barrel and endcap, respectively. The tracking system was designed to provide coverage up374

to a pseudorapidity of |h| ⇡ 2.4.375

Before the start of the HL-LHC both the strip tracker and the Phase-1 pixel detector will have376

to be replaced due to the significant damage and performance degradation they would suffer377

during operation at the HL-LHC, and to cope with the more demanding operational conditions.378

The performance degradation has been studied extensively and is documented in the Technical379

Proposal for the CMS Phase-2 Upgrade [12, 18].380
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of one quarter of the present CMS tracking system in r-z view. The pixel
detector is shown in green, while single-sided and double-sided strip modules are depicted as
red and blue segments, respectively.

17

Current outer tracker: 
• ~200 m2 silicon 

sensors 
• 9.5 M strips 
• 100 kHz L1 trigger rate
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Tracker baseline geometry
CMS phase 2 Tracker

10/3/2016 M. Narain, ECFA 2016 17

• Specifically designed to provide inputs to L1 Trigger
• Level 1 track-trigger finds tracks with pT≥2 GeV

• Outer tracker (6 layers, 5 disks)
• Two-layer "#-modules provide inputs to level 1 trigger
• High granularity, efficient track reconstruction for >140 PU 

• Pixel detector (4 layers, 11 disks)
• Extended coverage with disks to |η|<4 
• Thin planar sensors 100μm or 3D sensors;  
• Small pixels (50x50 or 25x100 μm2)

• Improved material budget and radiation tolerance

See talk by:
Stefano Mersi: Design Optimization
CMS Tracker, Wednesday Morning

Inner tracker: 
• 4 layers, 11 disks, increased coverage |η|<4 
• sensors still under development - thin planar 100um or 3D sensors 
• small pixels (50x50 um2 or 25x100 um2)

Outer tracker: 
• 6 layers, 5 disks 
• 2 layer modules providing input (stubs) to the L1 trigger 
• high granularity and efficient track reconstruction

6

presented on Monday by L.Viliani

PS modules

2S modules

96 Chapter 6. Expected Performance
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Figure 6.2: Material budget inside the tracking volume estimated in units of radiation lengths,
comparing the Phase-1 (left) and the Phase-2 (right) detectors. The material in front of the Inner
Tracker sensors is shown in brown, that inside the Inner Tracker tracking volume in yellow, that
between IT and OT sensors in green, and that inside the Outer Tracker tracking volume in blue.
The histograms are stacked.

discs at higher radii and z positions, with a variable density that takes into account the accu-2483

mulation of services along the structures, where appropriate. The mechanical structures are2484

included in the service volumes.2485

The impact of the detector’s material on tracking resolution and secondary interactions is best2486

evaluated by comparing the amount of material inside the tracking volume, defined as the mate-2487

rial crossed by a straight line between the origin and the farthest silicon sensor met by the line.2488

Figure 6.2 shows a comparison of the estimates of the material inside the tracking volume, in2489

units of radiation lengths, for the Phase-1 detector (as currently defined in the standard CMS2490

simulation and reconstruction software, CMSSW [59]) and the Phase-2 detector (as estimated2491

with tkLayout). A similar comparison in units of nuclear interaction lengths is provided in2492

Section 12.1.2. The material budget of the Phase-2 detector is slightly smaller than that of the2493

Phase-1 detector in the centre of the detector, i.e. at h ⇡ 1, and significantly smaller in the region2494

around h = 1.5.2495

The detector geometry generated with tkLayout is exported into the standard CMSSW format2496

along with the materials, as described in Section 6.2.1. The exported Phase-2 tracker geometry2497

serves as input for the full simulation and reconstruction performance studies with CMSSW.2498

6.2 Local reconstruction performance2499

6.2.1 The simulation setup2500

A full Monte Carlo simulation of LHC events with high pileup gives the best prediction of the2501

detector performance and overall physics capabilities of the upgraded CMS detector, once the2502

detector response is known and correctly simulated (including sensing elements, electronics,2503

and inactive material), and the reconstruction algorithms have been fully optimized for the2504

new detector.2505
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Figure 6.2: Material budget inside the tracking volume estimated in units of radiation lengths,
comparing the Phase-1 (left) and the Phase-2 (right) detectors. The material in front of the Inner
Tracker sensors is shown in brown, that inside the Inner Tracker tracking volume in yellow, that
between IT and OT sensors in green, and that inside the Outer Tracker tracking volume in blue.
The histograms are stacked.

discs at higher radii and z positions, with a variable density that takes into account the accu-2483

mulation of services along the structures, where appropriate. The mechanical structures are2484

included in the service volumes.2485

The impact of the detector’s material on tracking resolution and secondary interactions is best2486

evaluated by comparing the amount of material inside the tracking volume, defined as the mate-2487

rial crossed by a straight line between the origin and the farthest silicon sensor met by the line.2488

Figure 6.2 shows a comparison of the estimates of the material inside the tracking volume, in2489

units of radiation lengths, for the Phase-1 detector (as currently defined in the standard CMS2490

simulation and reconstruction software, CMSSW [59]) and the Phase-2 detector (as estimated2491

with tkLayout). A similar comparison in units of nuclear interaction lengths is provided in2492

Section 12.1.2. The material budget of the Phase-2 detector is slightly smaller than that of the2493

Phase-1 detector in the centre of the detector, i.e. at h ⇡ 1, and significantly smaller in the region2494

around h = 1.5.2495

The detector geometry generated with tkLayout is exported into the standard CMSSW format2496

along with the materials, as described in Section 6.2.1. The exported Phase-2 tracker geometry2497

serves as input for the full simulation and reconstruction performance studies with CMSSW.2498

6.2 Local reconstruction performance2499

6.2.1 The simulation setup2500

A full Monte Carlo simulation of LHC events with high pileup gives the best prediction of the2501

detector performance and overall physics capabilities of the upgraded CMS detector, once the2502

detector response is known and correctly simulated (including sensing elements, electronics,2503

and inactive material), and the reconstruction algorithms have been fully optimized for the2504

new detector.2505
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alexander.dierlamm@kit.edu3 05.10.2016

pT Module Concept

Strip Tracker R&D

Contribution to L1 trigger requires tracker 
data at every BX (40 MHz)

all hits would exceed bandwidth
Æ data reduction at the front end
detect high-momentum tracks on module by 
correlating hits on 2 appropriately spaced 
sensors Æ “stubs”

Concept requires high (asymmetric) 
bandwidth

2 data paths (via same optical link)
fast track reconstruction in the back-end 
electronics (see Erica and/or Louise (Thu))

pass fail
programmable 
search window1.6-4.0mm

B

stub

pT module concept

Outer tracker pT modules: 
• sends information to the L1 trigger at BX frequency (40 MHz) 
• detects high momentum tracks on module by correlating hits 

on two parallel sensors - stubs 
• tuneable offset and window size 
• two data lines - trigger information and hit data 

alexander.dierlamm@kit.edu3 05.10.2016

pT Module Concept

Strip Tracker R&D

Contribution to L1 trigger requires tracker 
data at every BX (40 MHz)

all hits would exceed bandwidth
Æ data reduction at the front end
detect high-momentum tracks on module by 
correlating hits on 2 appropriately spaced 
sensors Æ “stubs”

Concept requires high (asymmetric) 
bandwidth

2 data paths (via same optical link)
fast track reconstruction in the back-end 
electronics (see Erica and/or Louise (Thu))

pass fail
programmable 
search window1.6-4.0mm

B

stub
select tracks with pT > 2 GeV

fast track reconstruction 
 in the back-end

7Jelena Luetić - Vertex 2017



pT modules

alexander.dierlamm@kit.edu4 05.10.2016

The pT Modules 

2S module
two strip sensors (10cm x 10cm)
two hybrids with 8 CBC readout chips and data 
concentration in CIC
one service hybrid
spacers in AlCF (good CTE match to Si)

PS module
one strip and one macro-pixel sensor (5cm x 
10cm) bump-bonded to MPA
two hybrids with 8 SSA readout chips and data 
concentration in CIC
two service hybrids (opto, power)
spacers in AlCF
base plate in CF for cooling contact

Strip Tracker R&D

2S module

PS module

alexander.dierlamm@kit.edu4 05.10.2016

The pT Modules 

2S module
two strip sensors (10cm x 10cm)
two hybrids with 8 CBC readout chips and data 
concentration in CIC
one service hybrid
spacers in AlCF (good CTE match to Si)

PS module
one strip and one macro-pixel sensor (5cm x 
10cm) bump-bonded to MPA
two hybrids with 8 SSA readout chips and data 
concentration in CIC
two service hybrids (opto, power)
spacers in AlCF
base plate in CF for cooling contact

Strip Tracker R&D

2S module

PS module

2S Modules 
• 2 strip sensors 
• 10x10 cm2 sensors with 

5 cm long strips 
• 90 um pitch 
• Total 2032 channels 
• sensor spacing 1.8 

mm and 4 mm 
• HV stability up to -800 V 

PS Modules 
• one strip sensor 

• 10x5 cm2 sensor 
• 2.35 cm long strips 
• 960 strips @ 100 um 

pitch 
• one macro-pixel sensor 

• 1467x100 um2 pixels 
• pixels bump-bonded to 

readout chips 
• sensor spacing 

1,6 mm, 2.6 mm 
and 4 mm

8

Sensors 
• n-in-p planar technology 
• 200-240 um active thickness 

Sensors 
• full depletion voltage below 300 V 

Jelena Luetić - Vertex 2017



• SSA chip (Short strip ASIC)   
• strip data readout and sends it to 

MPA 
• MPA chip (Macro Pixel ASIC) 

• pixel data readout 
• stub data logic 

• both chips submitted

Front-end electronics

9

PS Front-end

2S Front-end

CIC chip

Service hybrid

CIC chip

• CBC chip (CMS Binary Chip) 
• strip data readout from both 

sensors and stub data creation 
• inter-chip communication 
• current version CBC3

• common Concentrator 
IC 

• buffers, aggregates and 
sparsifies data from 
each chip 

• DC-DC converter 
• provides necessary 

voltages for front-end 
chips and optoelectronics 

• LpGBT 
• clock and trigger 

distribution 
• data serialisation/

deserialisation 
• slow control and 

monitoring 
•  VTRx+ 

• converts data to optical/
electrical 

• radiation hard 
• HV connectors 

clock, I2C, HV

clock, I2C, HV

L1 and channel data

L1 and channel data

data co
nn

ec
tio

n 
to

 th
e 

BE
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Track trigger

• Triggering @ 40 MHz: 
• 10k stubs at each 

bunch crossing 
• reconstruction in 5 μs

• Filter tracks with pT > 2 GeV 
• data reduction 10 to 100 times 
• tuneable stub finding logic 
• different sensor spacings 
• Three approaches:

10see talk from K. Hahn on Friday

Associative memory specially designed ASICs perform fast pattern recognition, full 
selection done by the FPGA

Hough transform FPGA based, two stage track finding (Hough transform for 
coarse stub grouping+ Kalman filter for precision fitting)

Tracklet FPGA based, road search algorithm, stubs in neighbouring 
layers form seed, linearised χ2 fit for final parameters 

• hardware demonstrators built for each approach 
• further studies ongoing

Jelena Luetić - Vertex 2017
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Prototyping and 
testing
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First prototypes

12

52 Chapter 3. The Outer Tracker

Figure 3.15: A 2S mini-module assembled from a small prototype hybrid comprising two CBC2
readout chips and two 5 cm long strip sensors, mounted on top of each other in an aluminium
frame.

conditions in the experiment. This includes the study of potential negative influence of envi-1403

ronmental conditions (temperature, humidity) outside the nominal expectations and of poten-1404

tial electromagnetic interference on the performance. Beam test experiments are conducted to1405

study the behaviour of the modules, before and after irradiation to the expected HL-LHC lev-1406

els, when subjected to a particle beam, and in particular to verify the performance of the stub1407

finding mechanism.1408

Each Outer Tracker module constitutes a self-contained and independent unit, carrying its own1409

components for power delivery (DC-DC converters) and opto-electrical conversion on the ser-1410

vice hybrid. As a consequence a single module can be considered already a “system”, while1411

larger sub-structures combine several of these identical systems on one mechanical support1412

structure.1413

Several prototype modules have been built in order to facilitate system test and test beam mea-1414

surements. These prototypes are summarized in Section 3.3.5.1. Results from and plans for1415

system testing are reported in Section 3.3.5.2, while selected results obtained in beam test ex-1416

periments are shown in Section 3.3.5.3. Further information is provided in Section 9.2.5, in-1417

cluding a short summary of the component and module testing envisaged for the production1418

phase.1419

3.3.5.1 Module prototyping1420

Different types of prototype modules, described in the following lines, were built and used for1421

system tests and test beam measurements:1422

2S mini-module This module type, shown in Fig. 3.15, consists of a small double-sided rigid1423

hybrid with two CBC readout chips (second version of the chip, CBC2, Section 9.2.2.1)1424

and two small strip sensors arranged on top of each other (as in the full 2S modules),1425

each with 254 strips of 5 cm length. The spacing of the two sensors is realized with a1426

simple frame made of aluminium. In total about ten mini-modules were built by two1427

institutions, and used for a variety of tests. In particular, this module prototype was used1428

to verify the functionality and performance of the CBC2 chips. The 2S mini-module has1429

also been studied in several beam tests.1430

2CBC2 mini module

• first prototypes built 
• performance and robustness 

evaluated 
• operational conditions as close as 

possible to expected running 
conditions 3.3. The pT modules 53

Figure 3.16: A full-size 2S module (1.8 mm variant) comprising two flex hybrids with eight
CBC2s each, two 10 cm long strip sensors, and aluminium bridges.

Full-size 2S module This early version of the 2S module, shown in Fig. 3.16, comprises two1431

full-size 2S sensors (Section 9.2.1.5), each with two rows of 1024 strips. The sensors are1432

connected to two folded Kapton hybrids containing eight CBC2s each, but no CIC. Thus1433

direct connections to each CBC2 are routed out to a connector. Low voltage as well as1434

high voltage are provided externally, as the service hybrid is not integrated. Three such1435

modules were built at CERN, as described in Section 3.3.4.1. Results of the electrical1436

characterization are described in Section 3.3.5.2.1437

MaPSA-light This bare module, shown in Fig. 3.17 (left), is the bump bonded assembly of up1438

to six small prototype MPAs (MPA-light, Section 9.2.2.2), with 48 readout channels each,1439

to a small version of the macro-pixel sensor (PS-p sensor, Section 9.2.1.5). Around 201440

MaPSA-light assemblies were built both in-house and at four different vendors, with a1441

focus on the optimization of the bump bonding process. The analogue functionality and1442

hit efficiency of this prototype module have been evaluated in beam tests (Section 3.3.5.3).1443

PS micro-module To evaluate the stub finding features of the MPA, two MaPSA-light assem-1444

blies are stacked on top of each other with a few millimeter gap (Fig. 3.17, right). One1445

MPA is set to strip emulation mode and the other MPA can process those data to send1446

out stubs. This allows verification of the functionality of the stub formation in beam test1447

experiments (Section 9.2.5.3) or using radioactive sources.1448

3.3.5.2 System tests1449

From a system level point of view there are several aspects that need to be tested early in the1450

prototyping phase:1451

Interference between module components Components of the modules, like sensors, service1452

hybrids, and front-end hybrids, are closely spaced in the final arrangement and should1453

not influence each other. This can be studied for single prototype modules, e.g. by com-1454

paring the performance of the components before and after assembly. An example of1455

54 Chapter 3. The Outer Tracker

Figure 3.17: Left: a small prototype of the MaPSA assembly comprising six MPA-light chips
bump-bonded to a small PS-p sensor. The sensor dimensions are 1.2 cm⇥ 0.78 cm. Right: a
PS micro-module, comprising two MaPSA-light assemblies stacked on top of each other. The
MPA-light chips are wire bonded to a carrier board (green).

such a test, based on a prototype of the service hybrid for 2S modules, is described be-1456

low. Operation of prototype modules in the foreseen arrangements on the substructures1457

(ladder, ring, plank, dee) are the next step.1458

Long-term and cold operation Prototype modules will be operated for durations in the order1459

of weeks to check for stable performance. Special attention is given to the operation of1460

modules at temperatures similar to those expected to be reached in the detector. Such1461

tests have successfully been conducted with a mini-module, as shown below, and are in1462

preparation for full-size modules, which requires a specially designed cold box that can1463

accommodate the two large readout adapter cards required to read out the module.1464

Concept of pT discrimination A central and new feature of the modules is the ability to dis-1465

criminate track momenta by their curvature in the magnetic field of CMS. This has been1466

evaluated in beam test experiments with early prototypes of 2S mini-modules and full-1467

size 2S modules (Section 3.3.5.3).1468

High-rate tests The front-end electronics provides sparsified stub data for each bunch crossing1469

(at 40 MHz) plus binary data (unsparsified for 2S modules and sparsified for PS modules)1470

after level-1 accept (at up to 750 kHz). The readout chain needs to sustain the envisaged1471

data rates and the limit on occupancy, i.e. the occupancy at which data starts to get lost,1472

needs to be tested. The entire chain will undergo intensive tests with injected charge1473

pulses or in an appropriate test beam environment. The prototype DAQ system able to1474

read out the data rates required to stress the system is being developed (Section 9.2.5.1).1475

At the time of writing, three full-size 2S modules based on hybrids with CBC2 ASICs were1476

assembled. As part of the module characterization, the performance of two modules was stud-1477

ied and compared using the GLIB-based DAQ system described in Section 9.2.5.1, applying1478

exactly the same DAC settings for the two modules. The modules were operated at room tem-1479

perature. The occupancy versus threshold dependence (S-curve) was determined by sweeping1480

the threshold DAQ (Vcth) while no charge was injected. The modules’ noise was derived by1481

fitting, for each channel, a cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution to the1482

S-curve and the width of this fitted distribution was taken as the noise. The average noise for1483

each of the 16 CBCs is shown in Fig. 3.18, where the uncertainties are given by the RMS of the1484

measurements. The observed variations are within 15–20% for the measurement with smaller1485

statistical uncertainty. Preliminary studies of the absolute calibration based on the CBC’s in-1486

ternal test pulse mechanism demonstrate that an average noise of 2–3 Vcth units corresponds1487

Full size CBC2 module
MaPSA-light
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System tests
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56 Chapter 3. The Outer Tracker
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Figure 3.20: Noise of a 2S mini-module operated at �30 �C for approximately one week. The
noise is measured as the standard deviation of the derivative of the S-curve.

both cases. The noise was converted to electrons by using the internal test pulse mechanism of1497

the CBC2. A comparison of the noise per chip is shown in Fig. 3.19, right. The noise of all chips1498

is below the specification of 1000 electrons. No significant difference in noise is observed for1499

most of the chips; for two chips that are closest to the shielding of the service hybrid the noise is1500

increased by about 10% or less. While this will be the subject of further optimizations, the study1501

indicates that the operation of DC-DC converters in close vicinity to the sensors and readout1502

hybrids is feasible. Information on system tests with a mini-module and service hybrids can be1503

found in Section 9.2.4.1.1504

As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, the temperature of the coolant ranges from �35 �C to �33 �C1505

along a cooling loop. The modules are therefore expected to operate at temperatures as low as1506

approximately �30 �C. A first assessment of the module functionality under these conditions1507

was done by operating a 2S mini-module at a constant temperature of �30�C and with opti-1508

mized CBC2 preamplifier currents. The bias voltage of the sensor was set to 300 V. The noise is1509

measured as the standard deviation of the derivative of the S-curve and is shown in Fig. 3.20 as1510

a function of time. The noise is flat within 5–6% where the fluctuation is due to environmental1511

conditions. These preliminary results indicate that the module works stably at the nominal1512

temperature, with a noise figure that meets the specifications.1513

3.3.5.3 Beam tests1514

The performance of prototype and full-size modules has been assessed by operating them in1515

test beam experiments at DESY, CERN, and FNAL. The test beam campaigns at DESY and1516

CERN were dedicated to the 2S assemblies, while the PS prototypes were studied at the FNAL1517

test beam facility. The data collected during those beam tests are utilized to measure the cluster1518

reconstruction efficiency and cluster width, and the stub reconstruction efficiency as a function1519

of the beam incidence angle. The latter allows us to estimate the stub reconstruction efficiency1520

as a function of the track transverse momentum, as detailed in Section 9.2.5.3.1521

Figure 3.21 compares the stub efficiency of a non-irradiated 2S mini-module to that of a de-1522

vice irradiated to a fluence of 6⇥1014 neq/cm2. The measurement was carried out at the CERN1523

2S mini module @ -30ºC
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• stable operation over time 
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Figure 3.18: Noise per CBC2 of two 2S full-size modules operated at room temperature. The
noise is taken as the width of a cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution
fitted to the S-curve. The uncertainties are given by the RMS of the measurement.

to approximately 1000 electrons and therefore meets the specifications. More details about the1488

measurement method as well as illustrations of the measured S-curves and the noise per chan-1489

nel are provided in Section 9.2.4.1.1490

Figure 3.19: Left: photo of the system test setup with a 2S module and a service hybrid ar-
ranged as in the final module. Right: comparison of the noise per chip as measured with direct
powering (red) and with powering through the service hybrid (green). Error bars correspond
to the standard deviation of the noise per chip.

In the most complete system test performed so far, a full-size 2S module was combined with a1491

prototype of the service hybrid (Fig. 3.19, left). The service hybrid was geometrically arranged1492

as it will be in the final module. The module’s noise was extracted from S-curves and a com-1493

parison is made between the noise obtained when the module receives its low voltages via the1494

service hybrid and consequently via two DC-DC converters, and direct powering from a labo-1495

ratory power supply. The provision of the bias voltage was via a dedicated circuit, identical for1496
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noise is taken as the width of a cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution
fitted to the S-curve. The uncertainties are given by the RMS of the measurement.
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Figure 3.19: Left: photo of the system test setup with a 2S module and a service hybrid ar-
ranged as in the final module. Right: comparison of the noise per chip as measured with direct
powering (red) and with powering through the service hybrid (green). Error bars correspond
to the standard deviation of the noise per chip.
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prototype of the service hybrid (Fig. 3.19, left). The service hybrid was geometrically arranged1492

as it will be in the final module. The module’s noise was extracted from S-curves and a com-1493

parison is made between the noise obtained when the module receives its low voltages via the1494

service hybrid and consequently via two DC-DC converters, and direct powering from a labo-1495

ratory power supply. The provision of the bias voltage was via a dedicated circuit, identical for1496
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Figure 3.21: Stub reconstruction efficiency for a non-irradiated (red) and an irradiated (blue)
2S mini-module. The mini-module was irradiated to a fluence of 6 ⇥ 1014 neq/cm2. The vari-
able Vcth refers to the threshold setting, while d is the sensor spacing. The thresholds used
correspond to about 4900 and 3500 electrons for the unirradiated and irradiated module, re-
spectively. Radii of 69 cm and 60 cm were used for the calculation of the pT from the tilt angle
of the non-irradiated and irradiated module, respectively (Section 9.2.5.3). The different radii
compensate for the fact that the modules had different sensor spacing but were operated with
the same stub acceptance window.

H6B beam line using 120 GeV pions. Tracks are reconstructed using data from the AIDA tele-1524

scope [38] and matched to hits in a trigger plane, which utilizes the ATLAS FE-I4 chip [39].1525

Events with one track matched to the trigger plane are used. The stub reconstruction efficiency1526

is defined as the fraction of these events with at least one track-matched stub. Tracks and stubs1527

have to match within 4s of the spatial resolution of the device under test. For the non-irradiated1528

module the measured turn-on threshold, defined as the pT for which the stub efficiency reaches1529

50%, is 1.88 GeV with a pT resolution of 5% 5, to be compared to an expected turn-on threshold1530

value of 2 GeV. The sharp turn-on and the plateau value of 99% efficiency demonstrate that this1531

module type can select efficiently stubs above the chosen threshold and thus meets the specifi-1532

cations. For the irradiated mini-module a plateau efficiency above 95% is observed under beam1533

test conditions and for a fluence about twice the expected one. The pT resolution is preserved1534

at 5%. More details and results from this beam test are provided in Section 9.2.5.3.1535

The test beam facility at CERN was also utilized to characterize the performance of one of1536

the three 2S full-size modules available at the time of writing. For this measurement the sen-1537

sors were maintained at 250 V and the Vcth value was set to 115. The stub reconstruction effi-1538

ciency per strip was then measured as the number of events with a stub matched to a telescope1539

track reconstructed within 208 µm. Events were required to have optimal module-to-telescope1540

synchronization and TDC (Time to Digital Converter) phase. Figure 3.22 shows the stub effi-1541

ciency6 across the module. The region between strips 185 and 239 has no data because it was1542

not scanned by the moving beam and the measurements of strips located at the module ends1543

suffer from large statistical uncertainty due to the limited amount of data collected during the1544

corresponding scans. The stub reconstruction efficiency extracted from a linear fit, where the1545

5Data are fitted using an Error Function and the pT resolution is calculated as the ratio of the width of the
Gaussian to the pT value at 50% of the plateau height.

6The stub efficiency is measured using a Bayesian approach with a flat prior.
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Figure 3.22: Stub reconstruction efficiency of a full-size 2S module measured at the CERN beam
test facility. The region corresponding to strips 185–239 was not scanned by the beam.

asymmetric errors on each measurement are taken into account, is 0.9748 ± 0.0003. The effi-1546

ciency is approximately 2% lower than that measured in the 2S mini-module. This is due to a1547

different operational configuration of the modules and a remaining potential contamination of1548

events where the module was not synchronized with the telescope. The average value of the1549

efficiency per chip is presented in Section 9.2.5.3.1550

The MaPSA-light assembly was characterized using the FNAL test beam facility providing1551

120 GeV protons. The response of the MaPSA-light assembly was determined by measuring1552

the hit reconstruction efficiency as a function of the phase difference of the particle arrival1553

time and the MPA clock. The particle arrival time is estimated by using the Fermilab main1554

injector clock, which introduces a jitter due to the difference in the frequencies of the beam1555

clock and MPA clock. The measured efficiency spectrum is thus fitted and unfolded, yielding1556

the jitter-corrected efficiency distribution. The result is shown in Fig. 3.23. The hit efficiency1557

is close to 100% and the dependence of the efficiency on the arrival time is consistent with the1558

specifications.1559

3.4 Mechanical structures1560

3.4.1 The Tracker Barrel with 2S modules (TB2S)1561

The TB2S mechanics reuses proven solutions from the current tracker, adapted to the new lay-1562

out and to the new module and electronics concepts. The TB2S is equipped with 4464 detector1563

modules of type 2S, all featuring a sensor spacing of 1.8 mm. The modules are mounted onto1564

372 ladders, each containing 12 modules (Fig. 3.24, left). The ladders are supported by a wheel1565

that consists of four vertical discs joined by cylinders at the inner and outer radii (Fig. 3.24,1566

right, and Fig. 3.25). The ladders, which are half the length of the wheel, are installed from the1567

two ends of the barrel and have a small overlap at the centre to avoid gaps in the coverage.1568

The TB2S ladders are made of two parallel carbon fibre C-shaped profiles, joined by several or-1569

thogonal elements (referred to as cross pieces), also made of carbon fibre. The modules are sup-1570

ported by machined inserts, made in aluminium carbon fibre composite material, supported by1571

the C-shaped profiles. These inserts provide also a connection to the cooling pipe that transits1572
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Figure 3.23: Hit efficiency as a function of the phase difference between the particle arrival
time and the 40 MHz clock edge in the MPA. The measured efficiency spectrum is shown by
the black dots, the red curve represents a fit to the measurement, and the black curve shows
the jitter corrected efficiency distribution. The threshold had been set to about 3000 electrons.

Figure 3.24: Drawings of a TB2S ladder with its 12 modules (left) and of the support wheel
(right).

the full length of the ladder and back, forming a U-shaped circuit.1573

The ladder structure is assembled in a high-precision metallic jig. The components (carbon fibre1574

C-profiles, cross pieces, inserts, and cooling pipe) are positioned on the jig and a low viscosity1575

epoxy adhesive is applied to the joints. The adhesive is cured at room temperature to avoid1576

deformations caused by the difference in thermal expansion of the metallic jig and the carbon1577

fibre components.1578

Low and high voltage wires as well as optical fibres are routed along the modules and inside1579

the C-profiles to one end of each ladder. There will be in total 36 wires per ladder, three for1580

each module (LV, HV, common ground). At the end of the ladder those wires are connected to1581

one multi-core cable. The 24 optical fibres (two per module) are connected at the ladder end to1582

24-fibre bundles.1583

Small-size all-metal fittings are used to connect each ladder cooling pipe to the supply and1584

2S mini module

2S full module

MaPSA-
light
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Figure 6.3: Hit occupancy, defined as the fraction of channels containing a digitized hit, as a
function of h for all layers and double-discs of the Inner Tracker (left) and Outer Tracker (right),
for tt events with a pileup of 200 events.

threshold and readout parameters depend on the sensor type and the readout electronics. For2551

pixel modules, the parameters have been chosen in order to reproduce the current expectation2552

of the RD53 chip development [24]. The threshold is set to 1200 e� and a readout based on2553

the Time over Threshold method with 4 bit charge resolution is implemented. Parameters will2554

be updated in the near future, once beam test results will be available. For the Outer Tracker2555

the threshold is 0.4 times the most probable charge from a minimum ionizing particle (MIP).2556

This ensures high efficiency (of the order of 99.5%) while keeping the noise contribution at2557

an almost negligible level. In the Short Strip ASICs (SSAs) of PS modules an extra bit is set2558

when the charge exceeds 1.4 MIPs, to help with the identification of highly ionizing particles.2559

Signals from particles crossing silicon sensors within ±12.5 ns from the nominal bunch crossing2560

are considered. This includes particles from that bunch crossing but also looping particles2561

from up to five previous crossings. For 2S modules the threshold was tuned using beam test2562

results obtained between 2013 and 2016, while for PS modules the parameters are set according2563

to the present understanding of the readout electronics and will be tuned in the future with2564

corresponding beam test results. More information on the tuning of the parameters used in the2565

digitization is given in Section 12.2.1.2566

The occupancy obtained with this setup, defined as the fraction of active channels, is presented2567

in Fig. 6.3 for the Inner Tracker (left) and Outer Tracker (right) for tt events with 200 pileup2568

events. Even at this high level of pileup, the occupancy remains at an acceptable level, not2569

exceeding 3% in the strip sensors of the first TBPS layer. The hierarchy visible in the inner2570

layers is also a driver for the seeding strategy used for tracking, discussed in Section 12.3.2.1.2571

The occupancies in the first TBPX layer and in the macro-pixels of the first TBPS layer are2572

similar. The reduction in occupancy resulting from the tilted design is clearly visible around2573

|h| = 0.5 for the three TBPS layers.2574

In the Inner Tracker, clusters are built from connected pixels. The position of the cluster is2575

obtained as the barycentre of the cluster. In the Outer Tracker, clusters are built in the high-2576

resolution direction only, by aggregating adjacent hits. The position of the cluster is taken as2577

its geometric centre. This cluster position is corrected for the Lorentz drift and a position un-2578

certainty is estimated. A further discussion of the properties of the simulated hits and clusters2579

is provided in Section 12.2.2.2580
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Figure 6.5: Stub reconstruction efficiency for muons as a function of pT in the barrel (left) and
in the endcaps (right).

6.3 Tracking performance2604

6.3.1 Level-1 tracking performance2605

Two sets of tracking performance metrics were defined for the L1 tracking demonstrations (the2606

L1 tracking demonstrations have been introduced in Section 3.5, and are described in great2607

detail in Section 9.4). Fundamental tracking quantities were evaluated for a variety of physics2608

scenarios, with a special focus on tt events with high pileup. The demonstrations also stud-2609

ied tracking performance in the context of track-based algorithms that may eventually factor2610

into the operation of the L1 trigger. This section briefly summarizes the performance studies2611

of fundamental L1 tracking quantities. Further details on these studies are contained in the2612

summaries of the individual L1 tracking demonstrations in Section 9.4. The performance of the2613

“L1-oriented” tracking metrics is discussed in Section 12.3.1.2614

The L1 tracking hardware demonstrators, and consequently the results discussed in this sub-2615

section, are based on the flat barrel geometry. The performance obtained with this config-2616

uration is a good proxy for the performance that will be obtained with the tilted barrel. The2617

fundamental tracking performance metrics explored by the L1 tracking demonstrators includes2618

tracking efficiency, track parameter resolutions, and track rate. The three demonstrators have2619

shown very similar performance for these metrics; for brevity, representative results from the2620

individual approaches are given below. In the context of the demonstration effort all L1 track-2621

ing studies have been performed assuming 3 GeV stub pT thresholds.2622

Figure 6.6 presents the L1 tracking efficiency for muons and electrons for tt events in a 200 av-2623

erage pileup scenario. The tracking efficiency for muons exhibits a sharp turn-on at the 3 GeV2624

stub pT threshold, and saturates at approximately 98%. The tracking efficiency for electrons2625

turns on more slowly and flattens out at 90%, mostly due to interaction with the detector mate-2626

rial and consistent with the corresponding measurements of the stub finding efficiency shown2627

in Section 12.2.3.2.2628

Figure 6.7 presents the total L1 tracking rate for leptons in tt events with average pileup sce-2629

narios of 0, 140, and 200 events. The growth of track rate with pileup reflects the increase in2630

• All performance results obtained in the simulation
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Figure 6.11: Relative resolution of the transverse momentum (left) and resolution of the trans-
verse impact parameter (right) as a function of the pseudorapidity for the Phase-1 (black dots)
and the upgraded (red triangles) tracker, using single isolated muons with a transverse mo-
mentum of 10 GeV.

current detector and the future Phase-2 tracker. The pT resolution deteriorates for large h be-2678

cause of the shorter lever arm in the projection to the bending plane. Still, the better hit reso-2679

lution of the Phase-2 tracker and the reduction of the material budget results in a significantly2680

improved pT resolution, as shown in the figure. The transverse impact parameter resolution2681

is also improved with respect to the Phase-1 detector, ranging from below 10 µm in the central2682

region to about 20 µm at the edge of the acceptance. The full set of resolution plots for muons2683

with a pT of 1, 10, and 100 GeV can be found in Section 12.3.2.2.2684

6.3.2.3 Primary vertex reconstruction and resolution2685

The CMS vertex reconstruction [62] is a two-step procedure consisting of vertex finding and2686

vertex fitting. The primary vertex is identified as the vertex with the largest Â p2
T. Reconstruc-2687

tion details can be found in Section 12.3.2.3.2688

The key performance figure is the probability of reconstructing the signal primary vertex and2689

to tag it correctly as the signal vertex. This is strongly correlated with the amount of pileup in2690

the event. For tt signal events, the efficiency to identify the primary vertex correctly is ⇠ 95%2691

with 140 pileup events, and ⇠ 93% with 200 pileup events. The algorithm is not yet optimized2692

for vertex reconstruction at very high pileup.2693

Results on the global vertex reconstruction efficiency and on the two-vertex resolution are pre-2694

sented in Section 12.3.2.3.2695

Figure 6.12 shows the resolution of the vertex position in the x, y, and z coordinates as a func-2696

tion of the number of tracks associated to the vertex.2697

6.4 Physics object performance2698

This section describes the performance of the upgraded detector on selected high level recon-2699

struction objects, which are the basis for any subsequent physics analysis. The CMS reconstruc-2700
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current detector and the future Phase-2 tracker. The pT resolution deteriorates for large h be-2678

cause of the shorter lever arm in the projection to the bending plane. Still, the better hit reso-2679

lution of the Phase-2 tracker and the reduction of the material budget results in a significantly2680

improved pT resolution, as shown in the figure. The transverse impact parameter resolution2681

is also improved with respect to the Phase-1 detector, ranging from below 10 µm in the central2682

region to about 20 µm at the edge of the acceptance. The full set of resolution plots for muons2683

with a pT of 1, 10, and 100 GeV can be found in Section 12.3.2.2.2684

6.3.2.3 Primary vertex reconstruction and resolution2685

The CMS vertex reconstruction [62] is a two-step procedure consisting of vertex finding and2686

vertex fitting. The primary vertex is identified as the vertex with the largest Â p2
T. Reconstruc-2687

tion details can be found in Section 12.3.2.3.2688

The key performance figure is the probability of reconstructing the signal primary vertex and2689

to tag it correctly as the signal vertex. This is strongly correlated with the amount of pileup in2690

the event. For tt signal events, the efficiency to identify the primary vertex correctly is ⇠ 95%2691

with 140 pileup events, and ⇠ 93% with 200 pileup events. The algorithm is not yet optimized2692

for vertex reconstruction at very high pileup.2693

Results on the global vertex reconstruction efficiency and on the two-vertex resolution are pre-2694

sented in Section 12.3.2.3.2695

Figure 6.12 shows the resolution of the vertex position in the x, y, and z coordinates as a func-2696
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leakage of B0
s ! µ+µ� in the B0 ! µ+µ� signal region.

at tree level in the SM, but can receive loop contributions from particles with high masses, not3088

accessible at LHC energies. Hence this decay can be used to probe new physics at energy scales3089

that are not reachable in direct measurements.3090

The track trigger will allow identification of candidates for this decay at L1 by forming f can-3091

didates from oppositely charged tracks originating from the same vertex and then combining3092

two such candidates into a B0
s candidate. The pT of the lowest-pT kaon lies very close to the3093

lowest possible trigger threshold of the L1 tracking of 2 GeV, as shown in Fig. 6.30 (left).3094

The distributions of different discriminating variables — the DR between the f candidates,3095

the invariant mass of the f, MK+K� , and the invariant mass of the B0
s candidates, Mff — are3096
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central region, simulated with the Phase-2 detector.

6.5.3 H ! µ+µ�
2908

The Higgs boson was discovered through its decays to gauge bosons (ZZ, WW, gg). The Higgs2909

boson coupling to tt is already established [71–73] and the coupling to bb will likely be mea-2910

sured before the start of the HL-LHC [71, 74]. Precision measurements of couplings to fermions2911

of the second generation, however, will require the large datasets of the HL-LHC. The most2912

promising channel to provide direct evidence of Higgs decays to second generation fermions2913

is H ! µ+µ� with a SM branching fraction of 2.2 ⇥ 10�4.2914

H ! µ+µ� decays can be completely reconstructed and identified by a mass peak on top of the2915

large background from Drell–Yan di-muon production. The di-muon invariant mass resolution2916

is critical to maximizing the sensitivity.2917

Events containing two oppositely-charged muon candidates passing a loose muon selection2918

(but no isolation requirement) with pT greater than 20 GeV and pseudorapidity less than 2.42919

are selected. Selected events are classified into six categories, based on the |h| of each muon2920

candidate. Following the Run-1 Higgs to µ+µ� analysis [75], the three |h| regions considered2921

are the barrel (B), |h| < 0.8, the overlap region (O), 0.8 < |h| < 1.6, and the endcap (E),2922

1.6 < |h| < 2.4. The dimuon invariant mass resolution for each category is extracted by fitting2923

the H ! µ+µ� invariant mass spectrum with a Gaussian, for instance obtaining 0.65% in the2924

BB category, 0.76% in the BO category, and 0.86% in the OO category. Figure 6.23 shows the2925

fit to the di-muon invariant mass distribution for H ! µ+µ� decays, for muons in the BB2926

category. The upgraded Phase-2 detector achieves about 65% better invariant mass resolution,2927

owing to the reduced material budget and improved spatial resolution of the upgraded tracker.2928

With this detector performance, the prospects for Higgs coupling measurements by CMS show2929

an uncertainty of about 5% for couplings to muons [12].2930

6.5.4 Higgs boson pair production: HH ! bbbb2931

Higgs boson pair production is the most direct way to study the scalar potential of the SM2932

Higgs boson and the nature of electroweak symmetry breaking. The observation of this process2933

is an important objective of the HL-LHC program. Higgs pair production can occur through2934

its trilinear self-coupling or through a box diagram. In the SM the two interfere destructively,2935

resulting in a near minimal Higgs boson pair production cross section. If the Higgs boson2936

trilinear self-coupling were zero the production cross section would be twice the SM prediction.2937

The cross section for production of Higgs boson pairs via gluon fusion at a centre-of-mass2938
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backgrounds. The performance curves are evaluated for two different strategies for the dis-3013

criminator: the original dE/dx discriminator, which relies solely on the Inner Tracker mod-3014

ules (“dE/dx-only”), and a recomputed discriminator which includes the HIP flags from the3015

Outer Tracker PS modules (“dE/dx+HIP bit”). The signal versus background efficiency per-3016

formance curves in Fig. 6.26 demonstrate that for a background efficiency of 10�6, analogous3017

to the Phase-1 analysis performance, the dE/dx+HIP-based discriminator leads to an expected3018

signal efficiency of 40%, around 4 to 8 times better than the dE/dx-only discriminator. In the3019

dE/dx-only scenario, the efficiency for the HSCP signal is about 8 times smaller than that ob-3020

tained in Phase-1 [77] and about 64 times the Phase-1 luminosity would be required to reach3021

the Phase-1 sensitivity, making this search almost untenable. The inclusion of the HIP flag for3022

the PS modules of the Outer Tracker restores much of the efficiency, so that the same sensitivity3023

as in Phase-1 will be realized with about four times the luminosity of Phase-1. The Phase-13024

sensitivity will be surpassed with the full expected integrated luminosity of the HL-LHC. This3025

study demonstrates the critical impact of the HIP flag in restoring the sensitivity of the CMS3026

tracker for searches for highly ionizing particles.3027

6.5.6 J/y reconstruction in top quark events3028

Reconstructed secondary vertices from b hadron decays and inclusively reconstructed charmed3029

hadrons from the large HL-LHC event samples will allow an improved measurement of the b3030

quark fragmentation function and its systematic uncertainties.3031

The large event samples and improved understanding of b quark fragmention will make viable3032

a new technique for measuring the top quark mass, based on the partial reconstruction of top3033

quarks in final states containing J/y ! µ+µ� decays from the b quark fragmentation. It uses3034

the correlation of the top quark mass with the mass of the J/y + ` system, where ` is either a3035

muon or an electron produced in the leptonic decay of the accompanying W boson. The top3036
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sensitivity will be surpassed with the full expected integrated luminosity of the HL-LHC. This3025

study demonstrates the critical impact of the HIP flag in restoring the sensitivity of the CMS3026

tracker for searches for highly ionizing particles.3027
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hadrons from the large HL-LHC event samples will allow an improved measurement of the b3030
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The large event samples and improved understanding of b quark fragmention will make viable3032
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Summary and conclusions

• Full CMS Tracker replacement scheduled for HL-LHC: 

• radiation damage of the present detector, increased 
granularity, increased pseudorapidity coverage , L1 
tracking 

• R&D efforts ongoing 

• Preparations for production starting
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Figure 3.2: Number of module layers traversed by particles, including both PS (blue) and 2S
(red) modules, as well as the total (black). Particle trajectories are approximated by straight
lines, using a flat distribution of primary vertices within |z0| < 70 mm, and multiple scattering
is not included.

with only five module layers the track finding performance for the L1 trigger would be heavily563

affected as soon as some parts of the detector become inefficient, while with six layers the per-564

formance is robust with respect to inefficiencies affecting one layer [18]. A similar logic drives565

the choice of the number of layers populated with PS modules: at least two precise coordinates566

are needed to measure the polar angle of the track and provide some level of primary vertex567

discrimination, hence three macro-pixel layers are necessary to ensure adequate performance568

with minimal redundancy.569

3.1.1 Implementation of hermetic layers570

Since pT modules are read out by front-end hybrids at the edges to connect the two sensors,571

significant inactive surface on the two ends of the sensors is unavoidable. Furthermore, to572

simplify the connectivity and minimize the mass, the service electronics providing the readout573

and powering infrastructure for the front-end chips and the bias for the sensors has also been574

integrated at module level on service hybrids, placed at the ends of the sensors. In order to575

form hermetic layers, overlap between modules is required on all four edges of the sensors.576

In the three layers of the TB2S, modules are mounted on “ladder” structures (Fig. 3.3, left).577

Consecutive modules are mounted on opposite sides with respect to the central plane of the578

ladder, ensuring z overlap between the active surfaces of the sensors. Along j, consecutive579

ladders are staggered in r (Fig. 3.3, right). Hence a hermetic barrel layer is formed by modules580

located at four different radii, due to the staggering of modules in z along a ladder and of581

ladders in j. A ladder covers half the length of the barrel; at z = 0, two ladders overlap with582

modules staggered in r, ensuring hermetic coverage.583

In the three layers of the TBPS, the arrangement of modules in space appears to be more compli-584

cated, however the active surfaces of the sensors still form hermetic layers, as seen by particles585

emerging from the luminous region. In the central section, modules are mounted on “planks”,586

using an arrangement similar to that used in the TB2S ladders: within a plank z-overlap is587

20
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the track trigger.

slight increase of the material budget of the module.3428

The choice of sensor spacing and acceptance windows in the different tracker layers is a com-3429

promise between the effects mentioned above, while keeping the number of different module3430

versions as low as possible. In the inner regions with higher particle densities large acceptance3431

windows need to be avoided, while in the outer part the rate of random combinations is small3432

and it is possible to profit from large windows and good pT resolution.3433

Figure 9.1 shows the map of the sensor spacing to be implemented in the Outer Tracker, as well3434

as the initial values of the acceptance windows. The acceptance windows can eventually be3435

tuned on real data, as part of the detector calibration. The resulting numbers of modules by3436

type and version have already been summarized in Table 3.2.3437

9.1.3 Requirements on pT module assembly precision3438

The rejection of particles below a certain pT threshold in the Outer Tracker modules relies on3439

the selection of pairs of hits in an acceptance window centered around a straight trajectory. Due3440

to the fact that the two sensors are placed at different radii but the strips have the same pitch,3441

along the module width a straight trajectory does not cross the same channel number in the3442

two sensors (Fig. 9.2). Such offset needs to be accounted for in the stub finding logic, through3443

a programmable parameter.3444

Given that the front-end electronics has binary readout, the precision with which such offset3445

can be corrected cannot be better than half-pitch, which brings an intrinsic limitation in the3446

precision of the stub pT measurement.3447

In 2S modules, the CBC reads out 127 channels from each of the two sensors, one serving as3448

“seed layer” and the other as “window layer”. In the window layer the offset is programmable3449

up to a maximum value of three strips (in steps of a half-strip), with four programmable groups3450

of strips (three groups of 32 strips and one group of 31 strips). The maximum expected offset3451

in the TB2S occurs in the first layer. The offset O is given by O = (W/r) · S, where W is the3452
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architectures, and data formats are kept similar for both systems wherever possible to maximise709

the use of identical components, in particular at the back-end. Commercial manufacturing and710

assembly processes are targeted wherever possible, both to expedite a schedule that will be711

under pressure at production time and to profit from the latest technical capabilities in industry.712

3.2.1 Architecture713

The electronic system is designed to deliver trigger data at 40 MHz and readout data with high714

efficiency at L1 accept rates up to 750 kHz, while coping with latencies up to 12.5 µs. Its block715

diagram is shown in Fig. 3.7.716

At the front-end, two electronic readout (or front-end) hybrids physically surround the sensor717

module (2S or PS). In 2S modules the two FE hybrids are wire bonded to the right (R) and left718

(L) strips of the two silicon sensors. In the case of the PS module, two hybrids are wire bonded719

to the left and right strips of the strip sensor plus to a macro-pixel sub-assembly (MaPSA) that720

integrates the pixelated sensor with its readout chips. Data generated by the FE chips (CMS721

Binary Chip, CBC, in the 2S module, Short Strip ASIC, SSA, and Macro-Pixel ASIC, MPA, in722

the PS module) are buffered, aggregated and formatted by the concentrator ASIC (Concentrator723

Integrated Circuit, CIC) that acts as a data hub to the service hybrid.724

The service hybrid hosts all services to/from the counting room: bidirectional optical data725

transfer (VL+), low voltage power (LV), and high voltage bias (HV). It connects to the two FE726

hybrids either via two miniature connectors or through wire bonds made at the same time as727

those to the sensors. Because of the factor two difference in width between the 2S and PS mod-728

ules, the service hybrid must be split in two in the case of the PS module. There will be one hy-729
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Figure 9.13: The functional block diagram of the CBC3 ASIC.

signals. An on-chip low-dropout (LDO) regulator generates a clean voltage supply (VDDA) at3710

approximately 1 V to the front-end from a single 1.25 V supply (VDDD) to the chip.3711

Immediately following the comparators, a programmable Channel Mask block is implemented3712

to prevent signals from noisy channels passing through to subsequent logic blocks. The Hit3713

Detect circuit samples the comparator outputs at 40 MHz to produce a 25 ns pulse if a signal3714

above threshold (a hit) is present. The timing of the sampling has to be tuned to the time of3715

arrival of the particles producing the signal, and this is achieved by a programmable 40 MHz3716

Delay-Locked Loop circuit (DLL) which provides the clock to the Hit Detect circuit and the rest3717

of the circuitry operating in the 40 MHz clock domain. A configurable HIP (Highly Ionizing3718

Particle) suppression circuit is also implemented in the Hit Detect block to suppress long du-3719

ration outputs which can arise from large signals produced by nuclear interactions of particles3720

in the sensors. The outputs from the Hit Detect block go straight to the pipeline and also feed3721

the stub logic.3722

The OR254 block is included as a test feature which can produce an output signal if a hit is3723

present in any of the 254 channels on the chip. It can be disabled for normal operation.3724

The Top & Bottom Channel Swap block is included to ensure that the seed layer is always the3725

one closest to the beam, for modules mounted on both sides of a support structure. This is3726

to avoid any reduction in efficiency arising from seeding from the outer layer (scattering and3727

conversions will result in more hits in the outer layer which do not correspond to a valid stub).3728

At this point in the chip signals are exchanged with neighbouring chips to ensure that there are3729
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Figure 9.16: Architecture of the ASICs used to read out the PS modules.

operating at a clock speed of 1 MHz.3770

Simulations have shown that the front-end noise performance specification of less than 10003771

electrons rms (root mean square), for a strip capacitance of 8 pF, is achievable for a power3772

consumption (analogue only) of 0.35 mW/channel. The digital power consumption has already3773

been measured, in early tests of the CBC3, at 40 mW. This translates to a total average power3774

per channel of just over 0.5 mW, corresponding to about 130 mW per CBC.3775

9.2.2.2 Details on the SSA and MPA3776

The readout for the two sensor types of the PS module requires the development of two front-3777

end ASICs: the Short Strip ASIC (SSA) and the Macro-Pixel ASIC (MPA). Both ASICs are im-3778

plemented in a 65 nm CMOS process using radiation tolerant design techniques to attain a TID3779

resistance level greater than 100 Mrad. The large area of the sensor (5 ⇥ 10 cm2) requires 163780

MPA as well as 16 SSA chips for the full module readout.3781

A block diagram of the readout ASICs’ architecture is shown in Fig. 9.16. The SSA reads out3782

the strip sensor signals, stores the strip L1 data, and sends strip trigger data to the MPA. The3783

latter reads out the macro-pixel sensor, stores the macro-pixel L1 data, and processes the macro-3784

pixel and strip trigger data. It correlates the macro-pixel sensor hits with the strip sensor hits3785

received from the SSA, rejects low-pT particles, and provides high-pT stubs to the detector3786

back-end electronics. L1 data are sparsified and sent to the detector back-end electronics when3787

requested by a L1 trigger signal. In the following two sections, the SSA and MPA readout3788

ASICs are described in detail.3789

Short Strip ASIC (SSA) The SSA top level block diagram is shown in Fig. 9.17. It consists3790

of an analogue front-end circuit that reads out the silicon strip sensor using a double threshold3791
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The performance of the b tagging is evaluated in tt events for jets with pT > 30 GeV. The2742

misidentification probability for light flavours is shown in Fig. 6.15 as a function of the b jet2743

tagging efficiency, for different |h| regions. The increased acceptance of the pixel detector pro-2744

vides b tagging capability also in the high |h| region (|h| > 2.5). The efficiencies for b and c jets,2745

for a fixed mistag rate, are shown in Fig. 6.16 as a function of jet momentum and for different2746

pseudorapidity bins. As compared to events without pileup, the b and c jet tagging efficiencies2747

remain high at PU = 140 or 200. Finally the b tagging performance as a function of the overall2748

pileup density, given in events/mm, is shown in Fig. 6.17 for 140 and 200 PU events. There is a2749

slight decrease of efficiency as a function of pileup density, and the efficiency is slightly smaller2750

for 200 PU events as compared to 140.2751
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Figure 6.15: Performance of the b tagging in simulated tt events, expressed as misidentification
probability for udsg jets as a function of the b jet tagging efficiency. Jets with pT > 30 GeV
are considered in three |h| ranges: 0–1.5, 1.5–2.5, and 2.5–3.5. As compared to events with-
out pileup (grey), the performance remains good at PU = 140 (red) or even 200 (green). The
extension of the pixel detector provides b tagging capability in the high |h| region (|h| > 2.5).
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Figure 6.16: Tagging efficiencies for prompt b jets (filled symbols) and prompt c jets (open
symbols) as a function of the jet pT in simulated multi-jet events. The tagging efficiencies are
evaluated for an average misidentification probability of 0.01 for udsg jets and are shown for
PU = 0 (black triangles), 140 (red squares), and 200 (green points). Three |h| ranges are consid-
ered: 0–1.5 (left), 1.5–2.5 (centre), and 2.5–3.5 (right).

The performance of the b tagging is evaluated in tt events for jets with pT > 30 GeV. The2742

misidentification probability for light flavours is shown in Fig. 6.15 as a function of the b jet2743

tagging efficiency, for different |h| regions. The increased acceptance of the pixel detector pro-2744

vides b tagging capability also in the high |h| region (|h| > 2.5). The efficiencies for b and c jets,2745

for a fixed mistag rate, are shown in Fig. 6.16 as a function of jet momentum and for different2746

pseudorapidity bins. As compared to events without pileup, the b and c jet tagging efficiencies2747

remain high at PU = 140 or 200. Finally the b tagging performance as a function of the overall2748

pileup density, given in events/mm, is shown in Fig. 6.17 for 140 and 200 PU events. There is a2749

slight decrease of efficiency as a function of pileup density, and the efficiency is slightly smaller2750

for 200 PU events as compared to 140.2751
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Figure 6.17: Efficiency of b jet tagging as a function of the density of pileup events along the
beam axis (z). The b jet tagging efficiency is computed for a fixed misidentification probability
of light jets (udsg) of 0.01. Statistical uncertainties are shown, including those on the choice
of the operating point. Results are based on tt Monte Carlo simulation for Phase-2 conditions
with an average pileup of 140 (red) or 200 (green). The linear fit to the PU=140 and 200 values
is superimposed.

6.4.3 t tagging2752

The reconstruction of hadronically decaying t leptons, th, relies heavily on information from2753

the tracker. Physics channels with hadronically decaying t leptons are of crucial importance2754

in the Phase-2 physics programme. The performance of the t reconstruction used in Run 22755

analyses and applied to the Phase-2 detector will be shown here. The t lepton can be recon-2756

structed from the following three decay modes: one charged hadron, one charged hadron and2757

a p0, or three charged hadrons. To evaluate the efficiency the reconstructed t lepton should2758

have pT > 22 GeV and be matched with a generated t with pT > 22 GeV within a cone of2759

DR < 0.5 (only the visible portion of the t decay is considered). The misidentification proba-2760

bility is measured with the same requirements as above for reconstructed jets that pass the tau2761

reconstruction and have a matched jet at generator level.2762

Figure 6.18 shows the efficiency of tau recontruction in the three-prong mode and the prob-2763

ability for jets to be misidentified as taus as a function of PU density for three different PU2764

scenarios. The central and endcap regions are shown separately. Both the efficiency and the2765

misidentification rate are stable as a function of the pileup density, both in the central and2766

endcap regions.2767

6.4.4 Jet substructure2768

Highly boosted W, Z, and Higgs bosons as well as top quarks, are identified using jet substruc-2769

ture techniques. Such techniques benefit heavily from the particle flow approach that recon-2770

structs particles from all detector components, profiting from the best possible momentum and2771

angular resolution, therefore relying heavily on information from the tracker. Since the sub-2772

structure of jets is highly sensitive to pileup interactions, the PUPPI algorithm and the ability2773

to separate primary vertices with the upgraded tracker are crucial. At the HL-LHC, jet sub-2774

structure reconstruction becomes particularly challenging due to the higher number of pileup2775


